Minutes of 96th IASA Board meeting:
1 March 2021
Attendance Board: Patricia Crittenden, Clark Baim, Bente Nilsen, Peter Schernhardt, Shiqin
Shen, Terry Keller, Agnes von Wyl (minutes)
Apologies: Raine Karen Hazell
1.

The next meeting will be at the usual time on April 12.

2.

Approve/revise the minutes of 94th and of 95th meetings:
Both minutes are approved.

3.

Membership:
The treasurer is the person who has to have the overview over the membership, but the
membership chair needs access. This will be arranged through Nancy Fischer Design.

4.

5.

DMM News traffic:
-

Shiqin gave us feedback about the DMM News traffic.

-

DMM News is going out in the next few days in the English version.

-

Proposals are needed for the next issues.

-

Mirko will do the formatting of the translated versions as well. The treasurer and
assistant treasurer will figure out the average cost for a DMM News issue.

Update on DMM Community (including Facebook & Social Media):
Interviews are now available on YouTube (Pat’s and Andrea’s talks are finished. Susan,
Andrea and Pat are working on another one).

6.

Update on new DMM publications
-

Oxfor Bibliography for Individual Differences in Attachment has come out, but it is
only readable online, it is not printed. Readers need a membership to read it. IASA
will consider obtaining a membership for its members.

-

Staying Alive has been accepted by Human Systems.

-

The Italian translation of the Attachment & Family Therapy is out.
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7.

-

The forensic AAI paper is going to public.

-

Book about attachment and working with families and children will be published
late in 2021; it is built around the DMM. The publication is together with other three
people.

Update on IASA Florida registration & taxes
Bente will follow up this topic. We had income of USD $10,000. We pay about $420 for
PayPal. We should find a US bank that is present in all US states. The balance today is
around USD $60,000.

8.

Update on Governance: Need training and new Board Member in charge
We are searching for a new person to be responsible for this task.

9.

Standing report system: Pat suggests standing report system for every Board meeting to
have feedback of DMM News, etc.

10. Meeting with the Ad Hoc Board: We will decide at our next meeting when we will invite
the Ad Hoc Board: May or June.

Zurich, 2. March 2021, Agnes von Wyl
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